We have used_recently-developed lithiu~t drifted germanium gamma-ray rj . .
rj
. .
detectors , to study the spectrum from the ~ec~~y of the 155-day 'isomer of Lul77. This isomer has been shown to be a three quasi-particle state of an odd proton and an uncoupled neutron pair which gives rise to the very high . + 177 ' high-lying levels of the K == 7/2 ( 404] rotati:)::J.al band of Lu · and partly by 13-decay to corresponding three 9-uasi-parti:::le states in Hfl77. Alexander 
A sample of 155-day Lu 177 was prepared,by irradiating natural lutetium 14 metal for one 41-day cycle with a neutron flux·of 5 X 10 in the ETR reactor at Area, Idaho. After a waiting period of several months to permit the 7-day isomer to decay, the sample was dissolved and separated from long-lived activi ties. of all other elements by means of an ior..-exchange procedure.
The' Ge(Li) counters which were used to obtain the spectra ~easured 1 cm.:X 2 em. in sensitive area and 6 mm. in dEpt!f. They were produced at this laboratory, as were the associated prerunplifiers, amplifiers, and coincidence circuitry. The gamma-ray absorption ef_'ficiency of the counters was such that sources· cf less than one millicurie gave reasor..able coun··::'.ng rates, enabling us to obtain the spectrum shown in Fig. 2 in about two de.ys.
. . . shows that, although not as good for low energies, the resoh.tion of t::1e Ge(Li) counter ex;_ eels that of the bent-crystal spectrometer for energies above about 300 keV.
In two other respects the Ge(Li) counters are far superi•:>r to a bent-crystal spectrometer for these reasonably high energie·s. F~rst, the efficiency is
. far higher; our experiments were done with sources of le3s than one~millicurie.
Secondly, tpe signal-to-noie,e. ratio is very high for Ge(:Gi) counters, since there is l;l.ttle background c:.+e to tncoherent scattering.
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In Fig. 3 we snow a spectrumof the region arouni 420 keV on an expanded
One observes a peak a·; abo4-t 426 keV which was not seen by Alexander, •.
We conclude that tho proposed decay sc~1.eme is confirmed in detail by the gamma-ray spectra and the ~oincidence work wi t~1. Ge(Li) ·counters, and in parti':"_ cular that the 426 keV gann1a ray is present, thus establishing the 19/2 membe~ . .
• • 
